Dear Israelis, Dear Arabs
A Working Approach to Peace by Roger Fisher, Department of Law, Harvard University

This searching, highly readable book consists of the author's correspondence and meetings with Hussein, Golda Meir, Abba Eban, and Rial. The letters contain operational documents illustrating in specific terms how particular ideas might be put into action, to bring peace to this strife-torn area. Indexed and illustrated with maps.

Harper $6.95

Benjamin Franklin
A Biography in His Own Words. Edited by Thomas Fleming, intro by Whitfield J. Bell, Jr.

Drawing upon the definitive edition of The Papers of Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Fleming presents a unique and fascinating look at one of America's most beloved heroes. With 32 pages of full-color illustrations, and 260 illustrations in black and white.

Harper $15.00

Stranger to the Ground
by Richard Bach, author of the phenomenal best-seller, Jonathan Livingston Seagull

The author takes the reader into the cockpit of a single-engine Air Force jet and shares with him the remarkable experience of a night flight over peace-time Europe. A compelling, sensitive narrative of terror, loneliness and remembrance of things past.

Harper $5.95

Christmas creations are Black Forest, handmade in Hawaii from original, three-dimensional designs to delight the collector. For treasured gifts, choose from over 200 items, each hand-painted in gay Christmas colors.

Five vow to win UMOC
By Ken Davis
Many distinctions can come upon a person in his years at MIT.

He can be first in his class, he can achieve office in a powerful campus organization, he can take over the ROTC building, or he can be elected Uglitst Man On Campus. The last is possibly the highest honor one can achieve, to be selected the ugliest by one's own classmates. The rather farcical proceedings known as the Uglitest Man on Campus (UMOC) contest are, in reality, a charity drive conducted by Alpha Phi Omega. The candidates who campaign for the title of UMOC get no votes, but contributions. The winner is the student who collects the most, all proceeds going to a charity selected by APO.

The UMOC contest was originally begun in 1948. It lasted until 1962 when it was discontinued. However, a revival occurred in 1966, and a UMOC has been elected annually since then. The amount of money raised has increased from approximately $400 in 1966 to over $2000 the last two years.

The ugliest man on campus next best to be a man. In 1968, the winner was Cynthia Heidgmen, who ran on the slogan, "Who's the ugly guy with the funny chest?" and "Would you like your son to look like me?" Cynthia now in an administrative capacity in the MIT Admissions Office, narrowly edged out Al Tuna for the title. Al came back to take the honors as Mr. Ugly the following year, with a victory total of $536. The 1970 UMOC campaign brought in $2773 with $514.83 and The Tech received 22 votes as a write-in candidate. Overall, last year's UMOC contest raised $3,038.83, which was given to CARE.

Five Mocs contacted this year's slate of uglies for their comments on the race.

Curtis Reeves, in his inauguration speech, April 17, 1914: "My mother does not love my face!"

Daniel Dent: "You all know what I look like, These are my boys. They'll be mighty annoyed if I don't win."

Six feet tall and face of goo; super-revolting and obnoxious, too; that is the ugliest ugly: Steve Zeitron.

Attracted Man won the office of President of the Neander-
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that Man's Uglitest Man in the Universe Society by breaking endless mirrors.

The fifth candidate, Laura Lee Downs, could not be contacted for comment.

SPECIAL SCHOLARSHIP OFFER.
CLASS OF '75 ONLY

Scholarship includes: 2-year tuition...free! $100 monthly. Book allowance, lab fees, etc.

How to qualify: Just send in the coupon, or talk to the Professor of Aerospace Studies on your campus. (If you're class of '76, next year is your year.)

U.S. Air Force Recruiting Service
Directorate of Advertising (RSAV)
Randolph Air Force Base
Texas 78148

Please send me more information on your 2-year scholarship program.

Name___
Address_____
City________ State Zip_3
Present College________ Future College_____}

FIND YOURSELF A SCHOLARSHIP
IN AIR FORCE ROTC.
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